Abstract. We show that for each prime p > 7, every residue mod p can be represented by a squarefree number with largest prime factor at most p. We give two applications to recursive prime generators akin to the one Euclid used to prove the infinitude of primes.
Introduction
In [14] , Mullin considered the sequence {p k } ∞ k=1 defined so that, for every k ≥ 0, p k+1 is the smallest prime factor of 1 + p 1 · · · p k . From the argument employed by Euclid to prove the infinitude of prime numbers, it follows that the p k are pairwise distinct, and Mullin's sequence can thus be viewed as an explicit, constructive form of the proof. A natural question, which Mullin posed, is whether every prime eventually occurs in the sequence. Despite clear heuristic and empirical evidence that the answer must be yes, it appears to be very difficult to prove anything substantial to that end. 1 With this setting in mind, in [5, Section 1.1.3] and [4] , we (independently) described two variations of Euclid's argument that allow greater flexibility and lead to sequences that provably contain every prime number. We recall these constructions in detail in Section 5. The main focus of this article is the following question, which arises naturally as an ingredient in both constructions, but is possibly of independent interest:
For primes p, are all residue classes mod p represented by the positive integers that are both squarefree and p-smooth? (Recall that an integer n is called y-smooth if every prime divisor of n is ≤ y.) Since there are 2 π(p) squarefree, p-smooth, positive integers and only p residue classes mod p, one heuristically expects the answer to be yes, at least for large p. (However, note that y = p is best possible, since the zero residue class mod p is not attained by a y-smooth number for any y < p.) We will show that, with two exceptions, this is indeed the case: Theorem 1. Let p be a prime different from 5 and 7, and a ∈ Z. Then there is a squarefree, p-smooth, positive integer n such that n ≡ a (mod p).
The proof of Theorem 1 consists of three largely independent steps that we carry out in Sections 2-4. Our key tools include a numerically explicit form of the Pólya-Vinogradov inequality, see Frolenkov and Soundararajan [7] , and a combinatorial result of Lev [12] on h-fold sums of dense sets. In Section 5 we apply Theorem 1 to variants of Euclid's argument, and thus show how one can generate all of the primes out of nothing. In the final section we mention a few related unsolved problems. Related results on prime generators of Euclid type may be found in [3] , [15] , [19] , [20] , and the references of those papers.
Large p: character sums
For a prime p and a positive integer d | p − 1, let
Proposition 2. Let p > 3 × 10 8 be a prime and suppose d | p − 1 with d < log p + 1. For each nonzero residue m (mod p) there is some squarefree number j < p with j ∈ mH d,p .
Proof. We may assume that d > 1, since otherwise we can take j = 1. Let χ be a character mod p of order d. Since χ i for i = 1, . . . , d runs over all of the characters mod p of order dividing d, we have that
is the number of squarefree numbers j < p with χ(j) = χ(m), and so is the number of squarefree numbers smaller than p in the coset mH d,p . The principal character (the term
to the sum. This expression is ∼ 6 π 2 p/d as p → ∞. One can get an explicit lower bound valid for all p via the Schnirelmann density of the squarefree numbers, see [17] . Thus,
Our task is then to show that the other terms in (1) are small in comparison. By recognizing a squarefree number by an inclusion-exclusion over square divisors, we have for
We may discard the term v = 1 since it is 0. For v > 
For v ≤ 1 2 p 1/4 + 1 we use an explicit form of the Pólya-Vinogradov inequality, see [7] , where we may divide the estimate for even characters by 2 since our character sum is over an initial interval. This gives v>1 v≤
and we would like this expression to be smaller than the one in (2) . That is, we would like the inequality 53(p − 1) 88d
to hold true, or equivalently,
Using d < log p + 1, we see that this inequality holds for all p > 3 × 10 8 .
Remark 3. Instead of [7] for our estimate of the character sum, we might have used [16] or we might have used the "smoothed" version in [13] . The former would require raising the lower limit 3 × 10 8 slightly, while the latter would likely lead to a reduction in the lower limit, but at the expense of a more complicated proof. 
Let ω(n) denote the number of distinct prime divisors of n. It is known that ω(n) ≤ (1+o(1)) log n/ log log n as n → ∞. We have the weaker, but explicit inequality: ω(n) < log n for n > 6. To see this, note that it is true for ω(n) ≤ 2, since it holds for n = 7, and for n ≥ 8 we have log n > 2. If ω(n) = k ≥ 3, then n ≥ 6 · 5 k−2 , so that k ≤ (log n + log(25/6))/ log 5, which is smaller than log n for n ≥ 11. But k ≥ 3 implies n ≥ 30.
As a corollary, we conclude that under the hypotheses of Proposition 2, we have each
Proof of Theorem 1 for large p
Assume the prime p exceeds 3 × 10 8 . Let S p denote the set of primes identified at the end of the last section, let N = p − 1, and let
denote the number of remaining primes smaller than p.
For an integer m with 0 < m < p, let f (m) denote the number of unordered pairs of distinct primes q, r with q, r < p, qr ≡ m (mod p) and q, r ∈ S p . Set
Proof. Evidently,
Further, if two pairs q, r and q ′ , r ′ are counted by f (m), then either they have no prime in common or they are the same pair. Thus, for each m,
we have by (3) that
Thus, from (4),
(log p + 1) 3 , by using inequality (3.1) in [18] and p > 3 × 10 8 , we have the inequality in the lemma.
For a positive integer k, let A k denote the set of k-fold products of members of A.
Lemma 5. There are positive integers d < log p + 1, k < 2 log p + 3 such that A k contains a subgroup H d,p of (Z/pZ) * .
Proof. Let g be a primitive root modulo p and let A ′ denote the set of discrete logarithms of members of A to the base g. That is, j ∈ A ′ with 0 ≤ j < N if and only if g j (mod p) ∈ A. We now apply a theorem of Lev [ Lemma 6. For the subgroup H d,p of (Z/pZ) * produced in Lemma 5, each member of H d,p has a representation modulo p as a squarefree number involving primes smaller than p and not in S p (and so not in S d,p ).
Proof. Suppose that m ∈ A k , so that
where each m i ∈ A and m i ≡ q i r i (mod p). This last product over primes is p-smooth, but is not necessarily squarefree. However, each m i ∈ A has many representations as q i r i , in fact 4 at least K/ √ p representations, with each representation involving two new primes. So, if k is small enough, there will be a representation of each m i so that the product of primes in (5) is indeed squarefree. Now k < 2 log p + 3, so having at least 2(k − 1) + 1 < 4 log p + 5 representations for each member of A is sufficient. The number of representations exceeds K/ √ p and by the same calculation that gave us the last step in Lemma 4, we have this expression exceeding √ p/ log p. This easily exceeds 4 log p + 5 for p > 3 × 10 8 .
It is now immediate that every residue class mod p contains a squarefree number with prime factors at most p. Indeed this is true for 0 (mod p) -take p as the representative. For a nonzero class j (mod p), find that member m of C d,p with j ∈ mH d,p , and write j = mh with h ∈ H d,p . We have seen that each member of H d,p has a squarefree representative using primes smaller than p and not in S d,p . Since m is squarefree and uses only primes in S d,p it follows that mh is also squarefree using only primes smaller than p. This completes the proof of Theorem 1 for primes p > 3 × 10 8 .
Verification of Theorem 1 for small p
It remains only to verify the theorem for p < 3 × 10 8 . For p > 10 4 we use the following simple strategy: Compute a primitive root g (mod p), and find pairwise coprime, squarefree, p-smooth numbers m i such that m i ≡ g 2 i (mod p) for each nonnegative integer i ≤ log 2 (p − 2). If this is possible then, given any nonzero residue n (mod p),
Since the m i are pairwise coprime, the residue class of n is thus represented by a squarefree p-smooth number, as desired.
It is convenient to choose m i of the form q i r i for primes q i , r i . To find these efficiently, for each i = 0, 1, 2, . . . we search through small primes q, compute the smallest positive r ≡ q −1 g 2 i (mod p), test whether r is prime, and ensure that qr is coprime to m j for j < i. The only essential ingredient needed to carry this out is a fast primality test; we used a strong Fermat test to base 2 coupled with the classification [6] of small strong pseudoprimes, which would allow us, in principle, to handle any p < 2 64 . Heuristically, one can expect this method to succeed using O(log 3 p) arithmetic operations on numbers of size p, and we found it to be very fast in practice; it takes just minutes to verify the theorem for all p ∈ (10 4 , 3 × 10 8 ) on a modern multicore processor.
For p < 10 4 we fall back on a brute-force algorithm: For each integer a ∈ [1, p−1], consider each of the numbers a, a + p, a + 2p, . . . until encountering one that divides q prime q<p q. This takes only seconds to check for all p < 10 4 other than 5 and 7. (For p ∈ {5, 7} one can see directly that 4 + pZ is not represented, but all other residue classes are.)
Generating all of the primes from nothing
We give two applications of Theorem 1 to Euclidean prime generators. The first was described without proof in [5, Section 1.1.3]; we supply the short proof here.
Corollary 7.
Starting from the emptyset, recursively define a sequence of primes, where if n is the product of the primes generated so far, take p = min{q prime : q ∤ n, q | d + 1 for some d | n} as the next prime. This sequence begins with 2, 3, 7, 5, and then produces the primes in order.
Proof. Let p ≥ 11 be the least prime not yet produced after the 4th step and let n be the product of the primes smaller than p. By Theorem 1, there exists some d | n with d ≡ −1 (mod p). Thus, we generate p at the next step.
The second variant was described in [4] . With Theorem 1 in hand, we can give a shorter proof. (As will be clear from the proof, there is an obstruction preventing the terms from appearing in strict numerical order in this case, so the conclusion is weaker than that of Corollary 7.) Corollary 8. Starting from the empty set, recursively generate a sequence of primes where if n is the product of the primes generated so far, take as the next prime some prime factor of some d + n/d, where d | n. Such a sequence can be chosen to contain every prime.
Proof. One such sequence begins with 2, 3, 5, 13, 7. Suppose p > 7 is a prime number and that the sequence constructed so far contains every prime smaller than p and perhaps some primes larger than p, but it does not contain p. Let n be the product of the primes generated so far. If Choosing q as the next prime, we thus have −qn p = 1, so by the above argument we can now take p. This completes the proof.
Comments and problems
The prime generator of Corollary 7 has its roots in a construction in the primality test of [1] . There, a finite initial set of primes is given with product I, and then one takes the product E of all primes p ∤ I with p | d + 1 for some d | I. The primality test can be used for numbers n < E 2 and runs in time I O(1) . Further, it is shown that there are choices of I, E with I = (log E) O(log log log E) , so the test runs in "almost" polynomial time. The same I, E construction (with I no longer required to be squarefree) is used in the finite fields primality test of Lenstra [11] .
In Theorem 1 we insist that the squarefree p-smooth integers used be positive. If negatives are allowed, then the primes 5 and 7 are no longer exceptional cases. Further, if "d" is allowed to be negative in the context of the prime generator in Corollary 7, the primes are generated in order. (For this to be nontrivial, d should not be chosen as −1.)
Suppose we use the generator of Corollary 8 by always returning the least prime possible, and say this sequence of primes is q 1 , q 2 , . . . . Does {q k } contain every prime? Is there way of choosing the sequence in Corollary 8 such that every prime is generated and the kth prime generated is asymptotically equal to the kth prime? Is it true that any sequence containing all primes as in Corollary 8 cannot contain the primes in order starting from some point? These questions might all be asked if we allow prime factors of d ± n/d in Corollary 8 instead of just d + n/d. Presumably in Theorem 1, when p is large, residues a (mod p) have many representations as squarefree p-smooth integers. Say we try to minimize the largest squarefree p-smooth used. For p > 7, let M(p) be the smallest number such that every residue mod p can be represented by a squarefree p-smooth number at most M(p). Our proof shows that M(p) ≤ p O(log p) . We conjecture that M(p) ≤ p O(1) . We mentioned in the Introduction that the condition "p-smooth" in Theorem 1 cannot be relaxed to "y-smooth" for any y < p, since otherwise the residue class 0 (mod p) will not be represented. However, we may ask for the smallest number y = y(p) such that every nonzero residue class mod p can be represented by a y-smooth squarefree number. Via the Burgess inequality, it is likely that one can show that y(p) ≤ p 1/(4 √ e)+o(1) as p → ∞. Assuming the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis for Kummerian fields (as Hooley [9] did in his GRHconditional proof of Artin's conjecture), it is likely that one can prove that y(p) = O((log p)
2 ). We note that if one drops the "squarefree" condition then these statements follow from work of Harman [8] unconditionally and Ankeny [2] under GRH; see also the recent paper [10] for a strong, numerically explicit version of the latter.
